
W3 The GLM – one-way ANOVA 
ANCOVA= continuous & categ predictors 
Regression=continuous predictors 
ANOVA=categorical predictors 
RM ANOVA=within, categorical predictors.  
Factor = categorical in Syntax IV follows ‘by’ 
Covariate = continuous, in Syntax, IV follows ‘with’ 
N of possible pairwise comparisons=k*(k-1)/2. K=n of groups. 
F-test/One way ANOVA does not tell us which groups differ from others. If f is sig, there 
must be a sig pairwise comparison, we just don’t know where.  
Tests of between-subjects effects output:  
MS= SS/DF, F=MSBetween/MSWithin 

Type3 SS/df=MS (mean square), MSbetween/MSwithin=F stat of model (on between line).  
Determining whether F is sig greater than 0: if F> 1 on ‘corrected total’ line, it is greater than 
0.  
DFerror = N-k (n of p’s – n of groups) 
DFbetween = k-1 (groups -1) 
Dftotal = n-1 
MSwithin= n*k [(SD2 X (n-1)] / 1000 
SS corrected total=SD2*(n-1). Relates to variation around the grand mean (as opposed to 
other total, which is var  
around the origin = total variance in the data.  
Between SS=var explained by model 
Within SS=unexplained var 
The ‘corrected model’ is the model as a whole, including all factors. If there is only 1 factor, 
the between line on between subj output is the same as corrected model line.  
Contrast V comparison: comparison is a simply comparison of 2 means. Contrast is the 
average of 2 groups versus another group – more general term.  

Comparison formula = L= 1x1 – 1x2 (simple comparison of 2 means). Orthogonal 
contrasts: DO NOT need to adjust alpha. No shared variance across contrasts. There will 
always be one less orthogonal contrast that groups. No group should occur in more than 
one contrast. Non-orthogonal contrasts: The sum of the contrast coefficients across 
contrasts do not =0. NEED TO ADJUST ALPHA (for planned use Bonferonni, for post-hoc use 
Scheffe) Some elements of model-variance are used more than once.  
Rules defining contrasts 1. Choose sensible contrasts 2. Groups w. pos weight compared 
with neg weights 3. Within a contrast the contrast weights must add to zero 
4. any group logically not involved in a contrast receives a weight of 0. 5. In contrasts 
comparing a combination of multiple groups with one or more other groups, the total 
weights for each ‘chunk’ should be equal.  
In the K matrix output (as a result of lmatrix subcommand), we get a ‘contrast estimate’. 
The value is the sum of the positive values in the contrast, divided by the n of positive values 
in the contrast, minus the value of the neg value in the contrast. E.g. If contrast estimate 
=1.900, and the values of our contrasts are A mean = 3.20 (.5), B mean = 5.00 (.5) & C mean 
= 2.20 (-1), then our contrast estimate would be: (3.2+5/2) – 2.2 = 1.900. If our values were 
A=3.200(1) B=2.20 (0) and C = 5.00 (-1), then our contrast estimate would be (3.2/1)–5 = 
1.800 



Checking for orthogonality: Multiply down and add sideways (e.g. -1x0x0=0, 05x.05.1=.25, 
.5x1x-.5=-.25, 0=.25=-.25=0) 

 
Defined contrasts using GLM orthogonal contrasts: difference (each group V mean of 
preceding groups) (2v1, 3v12, 4v123), Helmert (each group V mean of succeeding groups) 
(1v234, 2v234, 3v4), polynomial (linear, quadratic, cubic). Non-orth contrasts: deviation 
(each group V overall mean), simple (each group v ref group), repeated (diff between 
consecutive groups).  
REMEMBER IF NO REF CATEGORY IS SPECIFIED, THE LARGEST CODED GROUP WILL BE THE 
REFERENCE CATEGORY. If we want all ref groups, we need to run the contrast command 
twice, and specify which ref category we want in the second command.  
If using lmatrix command, we need to manually adjust our alpha. If using contrast 
command, we can tell SPSS to adjust our alpha 
e.g. glm DV by IV /posthoc= IV (bonferonni).  
If we give specifiy that SPSS adjusts our alpha, then we can simply compare our p-value to 
.05.  
LSD = least significant difference 
EMMEANS subcommand displays and compares marginal means. It does not let us specify 
contrasts. If we want to specify contrasts we should use lmatrix. If we only want to conduct 
pairwise comparisons, EMMEANS is good.  
Polynomial contrasts – assess trends through levels of the IV. These contrasts are 
orthogonal. Only conduct trend analysis if it makes sense to.  
partial eta2 = SSbetween/SSbetween + SSwithin. Partial eta2 measures effect sizes 
(proportion of variance accounted for) by predictors in model/explained variance), ANOVA’s 
use. Partial eta squared is found in the tests of between-subjects effects output, and we are 
interested in the value on the between line.  
Omega2 = SSbetween-dfbetween X MSerror / SScorrected total +MSerror 
Omega2 is a similar concept to eta2, but generally a better representation of effect size in 
the population, rather than the sample.  
If we want to switch values of groups to change the ref group, to a temporary recode 
command.  
Highest coded group – ref category.  
Two-way ANOVA 

Between1SS (3332.292) + between2SS 
(168.750) +error (5465.625) = corrected 
total  (8966.667. 
Between1SS/error=betweenMS 
Between2SS/error = between2MS, 
between1MS/error=b1 F 
The interaction above indicates the the 
effects of alcohol on mate is moderated 

by gender of the p.  



*Note that the interaction SS as come entirely out of the error SS from the additive model 
(e.g. additive model error = 5465, InteractionSS=1978. 5465-1978.=3847(SSerror in 

interaction model)  

 
*In a balanced 2-way design, the overall main effects & interaction terms are orthogonal to 
each other. To get the interaction term, we multiply out the values from the main effects 
(for contrasts) 
*The last specified variable in the GLM command line changes fastest/is on the horizontal 
axis, while the first specified variable goes on the vertical axisE.g.: 
glm rating by gender alcohol / design=alcohol gender 
gender*alcohol /lmatrix = “control v alcohol” gender*alcohol -1 0.5 0.5 + 1 -0.5 -0.5 

 
*As alcohol was last on GLM command line, this means that all levels of alcohol are 
presented before gender switches levels. (e.g. above was Female alcohol none, 2, 4 + male 
none, 2, 4. If gender had been specififed last, the contrasts would have been -1 1 .5 -.5 .5 -.5 
gender*alcohol following the lmatrix command indicates an interaction contrast (this way 
SPSS knows to conduct the contrast on the interaction rather than main effects) 
ANCOVA Not all covariates should be controlled for. Eg. If we control naturally overlapping 
covariates, we change the nature of naturally occurring groups.   
If in a correlations matrix we see a negative correlation between 2 variables which are both 
otherwise positive, this might indicate suppression. An assumption of ANCOVA is that the 
slopes across groups are the same. We can test this assumption by testing for interaction. If 
the interaction is sig, we reject the hypothesis of equal sloes across groups. Sort cases by 
IV1. / Split files by IV1.  /Glm dv with IV2/cov /print parameters. /Split files off.  
To measure if there is a sig diff of slopes: 



 
Then to check if these values are sig diff (.982 V 1.039): 

 
Getting the effect size in ANCOVA using partial eta squared:(same as one-way): 
effect/effect+error 
 
 
W3 One way ANOVA contrasts: 
Glm dv by iv 
/ lmatrix = “A v B” IV -1 0.5 0.5.  
lmatrix is the subcommand for contrasts. Gives ‘kmatrix’ 
contrast values should be specified in the order of values of the IV as they are in SPSS.  
When we don’t want to code contrasts ourselves, we use the ‘contrast’ command: 
/contrast (IV) = contrast_type (optional ref group). 
contrast type = e.g. helmert, deviation, etc. 
ref group – if we want out ref group to not be the highest coded group 
Two-way ANOVA Conducting a main effect contrast in a 2-way ANOVA, ignoring the second 
factor: 
Glm rating by IV IV / design = IV IV 
lmatrix = “Level1&2 V Level 3” IV -1 0.5 0.5 
lmatrix = Level 1 V 2”  IV 0 -1 1.  
The red IV’s indicate a main effect contrast, bc another factor is being ignored.  
ANCOVA If we want to conduct a follow up test (to compare the output from when we are V 
when we are not controlling for a factor, we can conduct EMMEANS.  
Glm libido by IV with COV 
/ emmeans = table(IV) compare (IV) adj (bonf) with (covar=1) 
/design IV COV.  
=1 makes the continuous reference point an interesting value. E.g. if measuring AUS income, 
no point in making income $0, better to make it average, e.g. $60 000.  
Paramter estimates for diff’s between groups w. 2 IV’s: 
Sort cases by IV1. 
Split filed by IV1.  



Glm dv with IV2/cov 
/print parameters.  
Split files off.  
Split files command separates analyses the diff groups 
Split files off turn them off, otherwise saved separately. 
Eta squared: 
Glm DV by IV with COV 
/print = etasq.  
 


